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Questions from “Pitch your project finalists” to AG Leaders

“MyCabin” Group
To AG5
We think that digital tools can offer a great benefit to tourist destinations. Do you have a program for
digitalization in the tourism sector or do you focus on governance (which can be the same)?
To AG6
Which practical projects support these goals in times of uncountable new hotels, lifts and luxurious
campsites? There are awesome options to support soft tourism.

“Edelweiss” Group
To AG2
Do you think it is possible to help local shops and businesses in the Alps to resist the competition of big
supermarkets and multinational chains? And, if it's possible, would it be worth the effort?
To AG1
As one of your main focuses has been the creation of an extended and high-quality network between
laboratories and research centers, do you have (future) projects related to students and young
researchers’ mobility within the Alpine network?

“Don’t Drain Out Our Alps” Group
To AG 8
Are there other solutions besides terraced systems to solve the problem of hydrogeological risk?
To AG 7
What can be effective green infrastructure for mountain countries?
To AG9
Does domestic hydropower make sense with the use of micro-turbines?

“Eichi & Aussi” Group
To AG3
Does EUSALPS think of creating special educational programmes for young people during or after their
school career?
We would appreciate any kind of „EUSALPs specialist seal of approval“ for employees who work in
EUSALPs countries or attend courses there.
To AG4
Traffic and transport are two of the main challenges in the Alpine Valleys. Especially in the Tyrol, we
have to live with thousands of commercial trucks and many traveling tourists. What do you think about
the future of individual and public transport in the Alpine regions?

